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Hello everyone!
With warmer days (allegedly) and lighter nights our thoughts turn to summer and holidays again
perhaps, and where better than sleepy Dulverton, a passing place on the Taunton-Barnstable single
line, close to the Somerset- Devon border. Alas, the goods sidings have already been severed following
the withdrawal of freight traffic the previous year and the bay platform for the terminating Exe Valley
branch from Exeter rendered redundant after that route had also closed the previous year. The train
has a local connection for it is the summer Saturday 6.55am Wolverhampton-Ilfracombe service on
the 22nd August 1964 hauled by Taunton allocated 43XX class 2-6-0 mogul No 6363. Even the loco in
the picture would be withdrawn within a matter of weeks and the whole branch closed two years
later. Do any readers have memories of travelling to Ilfracombe by train?

The 6.55am departure from Low Level was a through
restaurant car train to Penzance with a portion for
Ilfracombe arriving at 2.41pm. After calling in the Black
Country and Snow Hill the service took the North
Warwickshire line to Stratford- on -Avon and beyond.
Although not in heavy type in the timetable here, there
definitely were through carriages until 1st September
but I’m not sure if there was another portion for
Minehead? I assume Stafford Road men worked to
Bristol and the train split at Taunton -can anyone
confirm this?

From the Walsall Observer of 1963, a report
on an accident at Rushall level crossing in July
that I discovered had a Codsall connection. The lightweight Derby unit struck a lorry loaded with
coke pushing it 50 yards along the line proving anything but lightweight when it struck! Moments
before, the lorry driver had bailed out of his cab as his brakes failed approaching the gates with the
train some 500 yards away. The train driver, Mr J Jones of The Broadway, Codsall suffered only a cut
finger.
This was the second accident at the crossing in less than six months for in February a car’s brakes failed
approaching the crossing and the vehicle smashed through the gates coming to rest on the line in front
of an approaching 34 wagon freight train. The car was completely destroyed but fortunately neither
the car driver or the footplate crew were injured. The signalman watching the drama unfold in front
of him and fearful of the train derailing took what he thought was the only option available to him and
threw himself out of the back window of the box!

Hard on the heels of their new Class 196 DMUs, West Midland Railway have started test runs for their
new electric class 730 Aventra-family fleet being built at the Bombardier factory in Derby. These 36
trains in 3 car formation with a maximum speed of 90 mph, are the first of the Aventra range to have
end gangways and are due to enter service later this year replacing the Class 323s and doubling
capacity for passengers on the Birmingham Cross-City line. The class 323 EMUs (below) being replaced
were among the last trains to enter service with British Rail before its privatisation in the mid-1990s.
Forty-five 5-car units are also on
order designed for outer suburban
services and long-distance services
respectively capable of running at
110 mph.

Loco spot
45231 was one of the 842
LMS 5MT 4-6-0 (Black 5 to
you and me) class introduced
by William Stanier in 1936
and built in batches until
1954 at Crewe Works (241),
Derby works (54), Horwich
works (120), Vulcan Foundry
(100) and, in the largest single locomotive order ever given by British railways to an outside
contractor, Armstrong Whitworth (327). The class remained intact until 1961 when 45401 was the
first Black Five to be withdrawn from stock following a collision at Warrington. The remainder of the
class were withdrawn between 1962 and 1968 with some 46 members of the class surviving to the
last day of steam on BR in August 1968. No. 45318, a Lostock Hall based engine, hauled the last
scheduled steam train on August 3, 1968; a Preston to Liverpool exchange service. Although never
named in BR days, 45231 was nonetheless named 3rd (Volunteer) Battalion The Worcestershire and
Sherwood Foresters Regiment in preservation at Quorn on the Great Central Railway on 9 May 1976,
subsequently and understandably, replaced with the much simpler The Sherwood Forrester.
The loco made an appearance on the Crewe Wolverhampton-Crewe test circuit for Jeremy
Hosking’s Locomotive Services company on three
consecutive days in late March, its progress
photographed by Roger at Codsall above, Ray
Franklin at Allscott right, Leon at Histons Hill below
and Ivan Whitehouse in black and white at Bilbrook,
Bottom, with Kian Steed & Josh Harvey on the
footplate.

.

Ivan wasn’t best pleased when this
couple photo- bombed him at
Bilbrook Left!
Andrew Watts was at Monkton
playing fields, Penkridge. Right

In shades of 1960, someone
was heard to say on the
third day, It’s only a Black 5!

Stafford Virgins
Part 4
Club regular Derek Horton recalls his
days working for Virgin Trains
(originally penned for a non-railway
audience)

After a week of 'shadowing' a full time Virgin
I was let loose to deal with situations as they
occurred. Equipped with a radio set you were
in contact working as a Stafford Virgin with all
staff on the station and any problem could be
passed on to a senior Virgin'. One of the tasks
was to 'Meet & Greet' in the station foyer
which was not much of a problem as the
blockade had yet to commence. On occasions
the casual Virgins were given the 'disabled
passenger assistance' list; DPA in railway
terms. This help is still available on a pre
booking at any staffed railway station in the
UK. It required the staff to meet a person off a
train and possibly take to a taxi or transfer to
another train or meet a passenger in the
station foyer and take them to their train. This
was to turn out to be rather difficult on many
occasions as trains were only allowed two
minutes in the platform and my job was to see
the person on to the train. It was a bone of
contention with me that it was the train
manager's job to see the person on the train
which they were never in a position to do so,
so I would accompany the person on the train
to their booked seat which quite often I would
find occupied. Most trains had wheelchair
space for two; one in first class and one in
standard. Very often this space would be taken
up with luggage which had to be moved, and
on numerous times I was 'Overcarried', in
other words I was left on the train as it
continued to its next stop, usually
Wolverhampton or Crewe but on occasions it
was Nuneaton, Birmingham and Wilmslow. I
would then get the next train back to Stafford.

I made a note that on the
12th May I had to get into
the stores only to find a
bicycle padlocked to the
door.
Tannoy
announcements for the
owner to release his bike
were fruitless so heavy bolt
cutters were brought in so we could enter the
cage. The same morning while assisting a lady
with a pram onto the lift, a gentleman joining
the lift tripped as he entered falling and hitting
his head on the pram and in so doing received
a 2-inch gash which needed stiches. Whilst
taking him to a taxi he explained he was a
doctor at Stafford hospital and he was on his
way to work!
Another interesting arrival at the station was a
lady with two Afgan hounds and a sledge. She
was very 'put out' that the train manager had
made her stay in the luggage compartment
with her dogs and she was going to complain
at the very highest level at her treatment. I
must say that I did not have much sympathy
with her.
Four days before the 'Blockade' the six casuals
were off to Crewe for more training and to
learn that we were to have extra recruits
starting in a few weeks’ time.

Laurie’s Ramblings
Some childhood memories from my old friend Laurie Cooksey

Please allow me to introduce myself. My name is Laurie Cooksey and I have
known Leon since we both attended Barrack Road Church of England Infant
School in Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex, in the early 1950s, but with my being a year or so older, we were
destined to be in different classes. It was only about 10 minutes’ walk from the school to our respective
homes in adjoining streets, but the pair of us would later take a longer way round, on a rather strange
imaginary railway that we had dreamt up. The route included some very steep hills, far steeper than
any real train would have been able to manage and, to apply the brakes on our engines, we would
have to clamber from our cabs along the footplate to apply a lever alongside the smokebox. This
railway may have been inspired by a small story booklet that I had seen at that school, which was all
about a young lad who had adventures on his own railway that ran up and down dale, twisting and
turning across the countryside. I think the red engine must have been a narrow gauge (well?) 0-4-0T
(not that we knew what narrow gauge was back then), with outside cylinders, a tall spindly chimney
and an open-backed cab with a flared coal bunker. One chapter that I recall included a windmill on
which clothes were being dried as the sails were blown round in the wind. The booklet was in
landscape format and the only colours were black, white, grey and red, similar to comics of that time.
In the past, I have made many enquiries to try to find out what this book was, but to no avail. Any
ideas anyone?
"My interest in railways took a giant leap forward when, coming up to the age of 6, my parents, my
younger brother Brian, and I, had a week's holiday at Stonegate station on the South Eastern Railway's
(SER) main line between Hastings and Tonbridge, in August, 1952. We were back there for another
week the following August, a further 10 days in August, 1954 and another week in August, 1955 heaven! My mother had befriended Mary Sellens whilst nursing in the Second World War and she had
married Jack Pennells, although for some un-explained reason, we always knew him as "Uncle" Ray.
He was the station master, booking clerk and everything else at Stonegate (originally named Ticehurst
Road), the only other member of staff being the signalman in his 'box’ sited on the "up" side of the
line beside the sleeper-built foot crossing between the typical SER's staggered platforms.
There was much of interest to see on the 17-mile train
journey to Stonegate (43 miles 69 chains from London),
not that I would have taken in very much on my first trip.
Our day would start by walking the quarter of a mile, or so,
to Sidley station, the only intermediate station on the
Bexhill West branch. From here we would take our places
in the push-pull 2-carriage train, with a Wainwright 0-4-4T
in charge, for the three and a quarter mile journey up to
Crowhurst. The highlight of this short section was the
crossing of the 417-yard Crowhurst viaduct (known by
Sidley station
locals, for obvious reasons, as the 17 arches), carrying us
some 67 feet above the Combe Valley below. All too soon, we would pull up at Crowhurst, in the far
too elaborate a station for serving such a small community. It had opened to serve the Bexhill West
branch in 1902 and it boasted "up" and "down" platforms, each with a bay for the branch trains, plus
two through lines between them We would not have long to wait for the arrival of the "up"

stopping train to Tonbridge, usually hauled by an L1 4-4-0, which would snake in over the
reverse curves as it came in from Hastings with a 3-carriage "birdcage" set. It was then a

steep uphill climb, mainly through woodland, almost as far as Battle after which the going
became easier for a while until, having climbed past the transfer sidings of the Mountfield
Gypsum Mines, always with rows of wagons awaiting their onward journeys, the line, curving
sharply at 35 chains to the right, plunged into the 526-yard long Mountfield tunnel to leave one
valley and enter another at almost right-angles. The tracks in this tunnel were only 4' 6" apart, as
opposed to the normal standard of 6' 0", which meant that only specially-built narrow rolling stock
was allowed traverse the line. After a race downhill, we next entered Robertsbridge station and, if
we were lucky, we might see a Stroudley ex-LB&SCR "Terrier" 0-6-0T at the head of a mixed train in
the Kent & East Sussex Railway's bay platform on the "down" side of the station. Our route was now
more or less level across marshland until soon after Etchingham, when it was an uphill slog up
through undulating meadows to Stonegate and beyond. There was always a warm welcome there
from Ray as we left the train and, after seeing to any other passengers' needs, he would escort us
into the always warm, cosy, small living room of the Station House, an arched window of which
looked straight out onto the "down" platform. How exciting it was when a slow Hastings train
stopped at the platform every hour, or even more so when a "Schools" Class 4-4-0 would thunder
through non-stop with its corridor carriages once per hour in either direction, shaking everything in
the room.
William Tress had designed the station
buildings on this line, that at Stonegate
being in his Italianate style and it was in
this that we stayed. Gas lighting reigned
supreme in the house and on the
platforms and water had to be pumped
up from a well by hand, using a clanky old
pump, sited in an open-top shed adjacent
to the gentlemen's convenience. Mary
and Ray kept goats and, when not in their
shed opposite the kitchen at the end of
the station approach road; they would
be tethered on the site of the erstwhile, now grassy, "up" layby siding I didn't like the taste of goats'
milk in my tea, but I tolerated it hot on my Weetabix each morning for breakfast. Mary and Ray had
three children, Rosemary the eldest, then John and finally Linda, who took over the running of the
station when her father retired in 1984. There was a sand pit just beyond the kitchen, where we would
play with our Dinky and Matchbox toys. Beside this, was a short ramp up between a hedge into the
immaculate garden, which was laid out in rectangles, with flowers in one half and vegetables in the
other. It extended the remaining length of the "down" platform, gently rising as far as the farm
overbridge and it was an ideal place for me to run some more "bus services," but without the help of
my friend, Leon. On some days, mid-morning, one of Bullied's QI class 0-6-0 locomotives, running light,
might be stopped at the signal by the farm over-bridge at the end of the "down" platform and, more
often than not, we would be invited up into the cab, prior to the engine continuing on its way to pick
up loaded wagons from the sidings at the gypsum mine just down the line. Later in the afternoon, we
would see the same engine huffing and puffing with its heavy load back up through the station. Our
leisurely, carefree days would be spent roaming the surrounding fields, often picking blackberries and,
on one occasion, we all walked over the marshland and up the hill to Burwash village to the south. On
each holiday, one afternoon we would travel by train up to Tunbridge Wells for Mary, mum and dad

to do some shopping, and we would also spend
some time in the park just over the road from the
station. It’ a stiff climb for trains heading up to
"The Wells" from Stonegate, with the railway
twisting and turning, hugging the sides of the
tree-lined hills, alternately in cuttings and then on
embankments, with several minor roads crossing
over and under the railway in quick succession. At
the top of the grade was the 1,205-yard Wadhurst
tunnel, followed a quarter of a mile later by
Wadhurst station. Next came Frant and then, with all the climbing over for the moment, Strawberry
Hill tunnel (286 yards long) negotiated, the single line branch from Tunbridge Wells West came in on
the left and then, after passing through Grove Hill tunnel (287 yards), Tunbridge Wells Central station
was reached.
Back at Stonegate, John, a few months older than me, had a large set of Hornby "0" gauge tinplate
clockwork trains and, on rare rainy days, this would be laid out on the Iino of the floor in the L-shaped
hallway. On similar wet days, once we were a little older, with John supervising, we were allowed to
go inside the brick-built good shed, where we would take in the close-up details of the that might be
hiding inside. Happy days! Following these holidays, when I was older, I would often travel up to
Stonegate for the day, even cycling there from Bexhill on a couple of occasions and there would always
be the warm welcome from Mary and Ray. From 1957, diesel electric trains replaced their steam
predecessors between Charing Cross and Hastings, the specially built narrow bodied 6-car units soon
becoming known as "Hastings Diesels." Freight services were withdrawn from Stonegate in 1961 and,
with the yard lifted and the goods shed being demolished, that whole area has given way to a large
car park, with an incredibly large number of London computers using the facility, travelling in from the
surrounding area. With the closure of the Bexhill West branch in 1964, it became necessary to have
to travel from Bexhill to stations on the Tonbridge line via a very tight connection at St. Leonards
Warrior Square on the "down" journey. On one occasion, Ray 'phoned Warrior Square station to ask
them to hold the Brighton train for me, which they did. The "Hastings Diesels" were in turn replaced
by standard electric units when single track replaced the double track sections in most of the tunnels
between West St Leonards and Tunbridge
Wells, including that at Mountfield, in 1986.
With electrification, Stonegate lost its signal
box, but gained a steel and concrete
footbridge to connect the two extended
platforms. I travel down to Hastings by train
once a year after attending the Model
Railway Exhibition in Tonbridge and it is
good to report that, even with all of these
alterations, Stonegate station still retains
much of that bygone ambience of the
1950s.
It must come as no surprise that, following
this early close encounter with railways in
my early years, that they have taken up a great deal of my life ever since.

Thanks Laurie!
Laurie is a lover of most things’ railway, especially light railways and narrow gauge. He is a published
author with two volumes on the Selsey Tramway and another on the Rye and Camber Tramway.

Guest Photographer Spot

Night Owl
Churchward 47xx class 2-8-0 No 4707 standing alongside the western side of Oxley
shed on 11th April 1964 after working into Wolverhampton on the overnight 10.55pm express freight
to Oxley from Paddington, a regular turn for the class during the whole of their lives. It would spend
the day on shed before returning to London in the evening with the 8.10pm Oxley to Paddington Class
‘D’ freight.
4707, built in 1923 was one of the last 3 still active at the time but would be withdrawn during the
next month with an accumulated mileage of approximately 1,720,000 miles, the highest of the class.
No fewer than four of the class of nine were shedded at Oxley in 1923 reducing to two in 1928 and
then one only between 1938 and 1947. In their final years all were allocated to Old Oak Common.
Always special and impressive to see in their lined green BR livery, my own enduring memory is of
seeing one on a midsummer evening in the late 1950s/early 60s while trainspotting at Fox’s Lane,
setting out on its southbound journey with its long train and leaning to the curve round past Stafford
Road shed’s coaling stage – a magnificent sight, sadly for me in pre-camera owning days. During the
summer peak, members of the class were used on passenger trains, predominantly to the West of
England from Paddington but I saw and photographed 4701 in Stafford Road shed yard in September
1962 presumably having arrived with a passenger working, Stafford Road still playing host to

passenger rather than freight locomotives.

Thanks Simon, another
interesting essay!

The 47XX class were called "Night Owls" due to the fact they were primarily designed to haul goods
during the night and that they could be seen simmering in the daylight, awaiting their nocturnal duties.

Platform End
I found this piece in the Railway Magazine for 1967 when O.S.
Nock was writing the monthly locomotive practice and
performance piece.
The 11.10 a.m. ex-Paddington was absolutely packed with passengers and their luggage, including
many standing in the corridors and I estimate that No 1016, County of Hants, had fully 500 tons behind
the tender. Bert Griffiths was the driver, (is he the brother of Freddie who featured last month?) and
it was a pleasure to see his work from the footplate. We got a bad start out of Wolverhampton, losing
a full minute on normal running times because of the slack at Cannock Road; then we went ahead in
great style. Cut-off was fixed at 25 per cent and unchanged throughout. All adjustments of power
output were made on the regulator. The variations were mostly between first valve, and a mere touch
of the second until we reached the foot of Albrighton Bank; but then, at 73 m.p.h., the engine was
given main valve. This opening out, at so high a speed, produced a tremendous output of power, and
resulted in no more than a gradual drop in speed, until the 1 in 100 gradient above Shifnal began to
take its toll. Then Griffiths gave No. 1016 absolutely full regulator, and this took us over the summit
at 38} m.p.h. Our time of exactly 6 min. 32 sec. for the 6.2 miles from Cosford to Hollinswood was the
fastest in the table, despite the heaviest load and the lowest initial speed. The boiler was somewhat
"mortgaged" in the process, and pressure fell to 210 lb. per sq. in. at the summit. This was easily
recovered during the descent to Wellington and the station stop; we left for Shrewsbury with 280 lb.
on the gauge. With recollections of these splendid performances, I conclude for this month.

In March 1906, the Royal Commission on Canals and Waterways was appointed. The Chief Civil
Engineer of the Great Western Railway was called to give evidence. He reported that the Company
owned 212½ miles of canals including the Kennet & Avon; Bridgwater
& Taunton; Tone; Grand Western; Stover; Stratford-on-Avon;
Stourbridge Extension; Monmouthshire; Brecon & Abergavenny, and
Swansea. All were reported to be in fair condition and fit to carry more
traffic than they actually did, although the costs of maintenance
exceeded receipts by an average of £7,000 per year. Left, Canal boat
Hockley in 1912, the livery was brown and cream.

Who knew the GWR owned canals and sheep dogs?

In 1937, The Times newspaper published an intriguing news
report that the Great Western Railway had purchased
licences for 25 sheepdogs. Licences have just been taken
out by the Great Western Railway Company for 25
sheepdogs which are kept to assist gangers in keeping
certain of the valley lines in the Cardiff, Neath, Newport,
and Oswestry engineering divisions of the system clear of
straying sheep.

Thanks to Didcot Railway Centre for these two items

Free running Oxley loco GWR King Class 4-6-0 No 6005, King George 11 has featured before and Alan
Lewis Chambers kindly sent
me this photo taken from his
Shrewsbury bound train at
High Wycombe in October
1961. Our King has enjoyed a
six-mile rollick downhill from
Saunderton but the driver has
eased the regulator a touch
for the speed restrictions
through the reverse curves
here. 6005 was allocated to
Stafford Road from August
1950 being fitted with a
double chimney in 1956.
Transferred for a short while
to Old Oak in 1962 the loco
made one last sad journey to
the Black Country for scrapping at Cashmore's,
Great Bridge.
Later in the journey, GWR No 2-6-2T No 5152 was
spotted at Low Level engaged in some station
shunting. Transferred from Banbury, this loco
spent a year at Stafford Road from 1961 before
moving on to Worcester where it was withdrawn
in 1963.

LMS Fairburn 2-6-4T No 42069 waits at Wellington
with a three-coach train for Stafford. This welltravelled loco had no fewer than 14 sheds before
its withdrawal in 1965. Starting with Ramsgate
and Ashford on the Southern Region it later
moved to various midland sheds including Oxley
for 2 months shortly before withdrawal in 196

She’s here!
Ivan Whitehouse sent this phone-shot of Saint
Class 4-6-0 No 2999 Lady of Legend arriving in
Bridgnorth and causing some delays in
Hollybush Road on Wednesday 31st March. The
new-build loco is the star guest of the railway’s
Spring Steam Up in April.

Tales from the Footplate
Keith Morgan shares some more of his experiences
Although I was now getting plenty of firing duties, i was not in a
permanent link (a defined group of jobs) my experience was rapidly
expanding with the variety of work. Most days were pleasurable but on
one duty I am not ashamed to say I was very anxious. I was marked up
with a driver, who shall we say had a reputation for being slightly mad! We were to relieve a
passenger train at W-ton HL. and take it to B-ham NS. where it terminated.
Everything was normal as we left the station with our Black 5 going well, we made the obligatory stop
at Dudley Port and carried on into New St. Our instructions were to take the empty stock to Vauxhall
carriage sidings, situated on the
main line to Aston and Lichfield,
the coaches were taken off us,
then as per our orders we were
to go light engine back to
Bushbury via Bescot. I had put a
decent fire on thinking that will
do us to Bushbury. I was quite
enjoying myself as we made our
way at a relatively sedate speed
due to the Distant signals being
against us.
As we cleared Bescot the driver
carried out an extraordinary
action; he wound the reverser down to about 45% and pushed the regulator into the roof, the Black 5
took off like a rocket! Some drivers would do this for a bit of excitement, but would normally ease the
engine back to the correct speed. I quickly realised this driver was attempting some sort of speed
record; normally it would be exciting to travel at this rate, but this didn't feel right. I had no idea what
speed we were doing as Portobello Junction flashed by, the piston rod and motion were just a blur
and the exhaust was a high-pitched roar with no discernible beats. As we approached Heath Town
tunnel, I shouted to the driver who sat there looking straight ahead smiling! He took immediate action,
closing the regulator and making a full brake application and left it there. The cast iron brake blocks
were smoking as we came to a shuddering stop at the signal protecting Bushbury Junction. I put the
injector on as the boiler water level was low and checked what was left of the fire which barely covered
the firebars by now- most had gone up the chimney! Unbelievably, I had to fire the engine to get on
to the shed. We never spoke, in retrospect I think he had lost control, perhaps his mind was
somewhere else. I never worked with him again.
Simon Dewey

At Bushbury the local passenger trains were now being worked by DMU's but their reliability was a
little suspect. I had never worked a stopping train, but i was called to work a local to Burton on Trent
from Wolverhampton with a Stanier tank engine replacing a failed DMU. My driver was a lovely man
whose name escapes me, I will call him Frank. The engine surprised me as the controls were exactly
the same as a Black un, with quite a long firebox. As we hooked on our stock of 3- non corridor
coaches Frank explained that we would stop at principal stations to Burton. Our route was the South
Staffs line via Portobello, Walsall, Brownhills, and Lichfield, closed to passengers in 1965 although
freight continued over parts until 2001. I was very impressed with the engine; she was a good steamer

and the riding quality was very smooth. With the driver exercising superb skill and control this was
turning out to be an enjoyable trip which was repeated the following day.
My driver was unusual, because he spoke with an upper class educated accent and I had difficulty
understanding why he was driving trains. He later explained that he had been brought up in a
privileged home which included house staff and a Nanny. His father had secured a university place for
him, but all he wanted to do “was drive steam engines", no doubt a great disappointment to his father.
A very important piece of advice Frank gave me was when the regulator was closed after running at
speed, to close the Firehole door and open the blower valve, thus averting a blowback into the cab.
This action was also used when entering a tunnel. It may seem obvious, but it was sound advice which
I never forgot. My next experience involved a 2-8-0 ex-WD loco standing-in for a fireman that was off
sick. We were to relieve a goods train at Bushbury
North End that was going to Birkenhead, with relief
at Crewe. Our train was timed to leave after the
night B-ham to Glasgow express had passed at
around 23.30. While waiting in the loop, I
familiarised myself with the controls, everything was
similar to most ex- LMS engines, but with a round
firebox top. We sat there for about 10 mins just
chatting before I spotted the Scotch express coming.
It passed us going like the clappers with a Royal Scot
at its head, the bright fire reflecting in her exhaust
for a few seconds before she was gone!
Our signal came off and we were away with the engine settling down to a steady rhythm and the
distinctive “plink-plank, plink-plank”, noise from the motion which they were known for but this noise
disappeared as the WD. took up the weight of the train. The line to Stafford is slightly downhill, easy
work for this powerful engine, but then I became aware of the tender gently bumping into us
periodically. I looked at the driver quizzically and he said "it’s known as oscillation, caused by the train
leaning on us when coasting, it will disappear when I apply steam". I believe this was caused by weak
buffers between engine and tender. We left Stafford behind, the engine was going well, and I was
enjoying myself. As we approached Whitmore, my driver shouted, "troughs coming up" but I was
already prepared, and dropped the scoop successfully getting a tender full of water. It was now
downhill to Crewe, so I sat down and relaxed.
All of a sudden there was an almighty bang, with steam filling the cab! I knew
immediately that the boiler gauge glass had burst. Instinctively I grabbed my firing
jacket from the locker and threw it over the gauge preventing the risk of scalding
and with the help of the driver I managed to isolate the steam/water valves. After
arriving at Crewe South, a fitter replaced the gauge glass and the night lamp, the
original being damaged by the burst.
A funny conclusion to this story, was when entering the washroom, we looked at
each other and broke down laughing for our faces were covered in
black lamp oil!

Thanks Keith, great stories!

A bit of everything and a surprise find by Simon Dewey

Black 5 4-6-0 No 44691, an Oxley engine at the time, heading north and passing below Cannock Road
bridge with the empty stock of a summer Saturday train from the south on 31st July 1965. All four
constituent companies of British Railways feature in the photograph:
The locomotive is nominally ex LMS (although built in early BR days), the leading coaches of the train
are ex LNER, the headcode discs carried by the locomotive are ex Southern Railway and the tracks the
train is running on are ex GWR. Butlers Springfield Brewery is visible in the background beyond the
bridge with relevant directions to it on the wall of the building being approached by the
Wolverhampton Corporation Guy double deck bus made just down the road in Fallings Park and
heading into Wolverhampton. A surprising coincidence which I wasn’t aware of until trying to find the
date for his photo warrants a mention: In 1965 I was working for the London County
* Simon’s office view-How did
Council at County Hall in an office which looked
he get any work done?
out over Waterloo station (I did get some work
done but glances through the window were
unsurprisingly quite frequent!) and I maintained an
office diary into which as well as appointments, site
visits etc, I would record interesting or unusual
sightings of activity at the station. I also had a pocket
diary in which I would note what photos I had taken on
any particular day, both of which I recently discovered
in a long-forgotten briefcase! This shows that I was
visiting Wolverhampton for the weekend when the photo was taken with 44691 duly recorded at
Cannock Road on Saturday 31st July 1965. The surprise is that in my office diary I had noted the same
engine,44691, as being at Waterloo at 3.20 pm on the preceding Thursday, July 29th, such an engine
at that station being distinctly rare. Conjecture only, but presumably it had for some reason been
commandeered by the Southern Region after working a train from the Midlands earlier that week and
remained in use by them for a few days before returning north on the Saturday – which explains the
Southern headcode discs! Trivial but intriguing.
It seems the Southern region ‘borrowed’ several Midland region locos towards the end of steam,
some after overhaul at Eastleigh works and others simply purloined from inter-regional trains.

Another Black 5 seen and photographed by Simon at Waterloo was No 45046 on Tuesday 29th June
1965. One of my memories of Waterloo, apart from all those Bullied pacifics, one of which is seen in
the background here, were those huge hydraulic buffers at the end of the platforms, proudly marked
with the name of Ransomes & Rapier, Ipswich; proper British engineering!

These very buffers appeared in
one of the railway sets of
cigarette cards issued by WD
and HO Wills when such things
weren’t frowned upon.

45046 reversing out of
Waterloo station ready to
run light to Nine Elms
shed. Simon had noticed
it appeared several days
running and took his
camera to work to record
it. Allocated to Crewe
South (5B) at the time it
was to move to Stockport
Edgeley a couple of
months later.
Just look at all that parcel
traffic piled high on the
platform!

Stop that engine!
The tale of the stolen loco seemed popular last month
and reminded me of a similar story many years before.
Tunbridge Wells West was the London, Brighton and
South Coast Railway station in the town and on
Christmas Eve 1893, E1 class 0-6-0T No. 107 ‘Alderney’
had arrived with a van train from London Bridge. After
shunting the vans, the loco was standing unattended in
the short down bay platform. An on-leave soldier
arrived at the station after spending the day drinking in
Tunbridge Wells and found to his annoyance the last
train to his home village of Withyham had long since
gone. Having consumed more than his normal quota of
beer, he decided to make use of the unattended engine. Before joining the colours, he had spent some
years as a fireman, hence had little trouble in getting underway and as the points were set for the
down road he rapidly disappeared along the wrong line. No one noticed this at Tunbridge Wells, so no
warning could be sent to the next station Groombridge, where a train was just about to depart for
Tunbridge Wells on the same track. Fortunately, driver Cooke heard the erratic whistling from the
approaching engine and alerted the Groombridge signalman who, with commendable speed, set the
points for an empty siding, where the engine was slowed to a walking pace by long weeds and the
ballast covered track before hitting the buffers.
Unharmed, the soldier jumped from the footplate and started to made a run for home across
country. The portly station master’s days of cross-country running were long gone so he
despatched his porter along with his dog and after an exciting chaser the soldier was caught
by the station Porter Evans and the Station Master’s dog. The slumbering village constable
was summoned from his bed during all this excitement and in his celerity to reach the station
in the dark he rode his bicycles into a ditch and laid there with concussion until discovered
the following morning! In the meantime, the soldier was taken back to Groombridge station
and locked for the night in the station lamp store guarded by Evans and the dog, and handed over to
a relief constable on Christmas day. At the local court our unnamed soldier was jailed for 8 months,
while the company awarded Driver Cooke £5.5s.0d, Signalman James £4. 4s.0d and Porter Evans
£3.3s.0d. for their alertness and high standard of conduct.

The first six locomotives of the useful and long-lived E1 class were built at Brighton and
appeared in traffic between September 1874 and March 1875. They performed well and further
orders were placed at regular intervals until December 1891 when the class consisted of eighty
locomotives and were used throughout the LBSCR system, principally for goods and shunting,
but occasionally for secondary passenger duties. No 110 “Burgundy”, thanks to a local
connection, has survived and in 2012, was sold to the Isle of Wight Steam Railway who plan
to restore the engine and run it as No. W2 Yarmouth, which was an identity previously worn
by one of the four Isle of Wight-based E1s.
Sold by the Southern Railway in 1927, E1 No 110
“Burgundy”, is pictured as Cannock and Rugeley
Colliery No. 9, gave many years of good service,
latterly in black livery and became the firm favourite
with the enginemen due to its superior power over more
modern machines. It was used extensively on the trip
workings to Hednesford Canal Basin and the BR
Exchange sidings on the ex-LNWR Cannock to Rugeley
line.

Railway Memories of Ashbourne

Tony
Beresford
continues his youthful memories, seen here in his pram by
the railway embankment

Returning to matters local, 8F’s used to work the afternoon freight from
Buxton to Uttoxeter as far as Ashbourne before collecting the northbound empties from the goods
yard. I believe 8F’s were barred south of Ashbourne so a “Super D” usually took these frequently heavy
trains onward to Uttoxeter. “Super D”’s also took the morning freights right through in both directions,
the crews exchanging trains at Alsop-en-le-Dale. As a consequence, both classes have always been
among my favourites rather than flashy express locos. By now we had moved into the same street on
top of the hill as my Granny Beresford and I’ll never forget the unforgettable noise of “Super D”’s as
they slogged up the 1 in 59 gradient away from Ashbourne Tunnel towards Thorpe Cloud station 2¾
miles away. The sound seemed to go on for ever. Incidentally, during her lifetime my granny had seen
the building, opening and closing of the
railway north of Ashbourne.
Despite withdrawal of regular services,
Ramblers Excursions continued to run
several times a year until 1963, the year
before final closure. These trains, like the
annual school trips were invariably double
headed, usually by pairs of 2-6-4T’s or 0-60 4F’s and originated from towns and cities
across the East and West Midlands. Similar
excursions also ran from the Manchester
and East Lancashire areas, occasionally producing ex-LMS 2-6-0 “Crabs” and the odd “Black Five”. A
favourite day out for our family was to catch one of these excursions to Buxton where we would part
with a penny each to pass through the turnstile into the Pavilion Gardens. I also have vivid memories
of my cousin’s heavily soiled nappy being thrown out of the window as we passed through Hindlow
Tunnel. (He’s 64 now!). It was a Bank Holiday so hopefully no P Way men were about!
Towards the end a few DMU’s turned up, those from the North West recessing in Ashbourne goods
yard until departure time. Indeed, the final excursions run
on 26th May 1963 were primarily for visitors to Tissington
Well Dressings. All were formed of DMU’s and originated
at Alsager, Hinckley, Colne and Manchester Piccadilly, the
latter consisting a pair of Buxton based (Class 104) units
being the final passenger train to traverse the line north
of Ashbourne. I only travelled from Ashbourne by DMU
once. It was a brand-new unit and the first one I’d ever
seen. It was a day trip to Rhyl organised by Mayfield Girl
Guides and just in case anybody gets the wrong idea, I was
still in short trousers and under parental control. I was
only about nine years old after all! Living in Ashbourne I was in relative isolation from the “big” railway.
Admittedly Derby and its loco works was only a forty-five-minute bus ride away but due to my
mother’s cousin living across the road from the Baseball Ground, my trips usually involved watching

Ashbourne B1 4-6-0 61004

Apparently, the bridge Tony mentions was the inspiration for Flanagan &
Allen's ‘Underneath the arches”.
A tight squeeze for the trolleybus!
Derby County, a habit which took many years to break! The bus into Derby
passed under the bridge adjacent to Friargate Station and I was used to
seeing empty stock on the bridge but seldom any movements. However, a
few days before the service was withdrawn in October 1964, I determined
to take the train from Friargate to Nottingham Victoria. This was rundown
BR at its worst. Friargate station looked as though it had not had any money
spent on it or even been cleaned for decades. Upstairs at the island platform
stood the filthiest loco I have ever seen, a wheezing “Flying Pig” 2-6-0 so
wreathed in leaking steam it was impossible to get near enough to read
whatever identification was buried under all those layers of grime. The ensemble was completed by
three non-corridor coaches in matching condition. I’ll never forget or regret that journey because it
was the only time I ever visited Nottingham Victoria by train. By then it was a mere shadow of its
former self but what a shadow! Despite years of neglect, it was a proverbial cathedral to steam and
the comparative peacefulness of the place somehow enhanced this feeling. I wandered into the
deserted booking hall in all its glorious faded panelled glory. If only the walls could have talked. The
forty or so minutes available before the Friargate train
left was insufficient to take it all in. It is one station above
all others I wish I had seen in its heyday. My only,
admittedly fleeting, encounters with the “big” railway
were on Saturday mornings and during school holidays
when I used to go with my cousin Roy in his lorry
delivering limestone around the Midlands. A regular drop
was at the Birmid foundry in Smethwick and I remember
being surprised to see a Pannier Tank scuttling past
nearby. Little did I realise it was on the GW main line. I
also recall catching glimpses of 9F’s on the GC Windcutters near Leicester when Roy was doing his
usual weekly delivery to the BMC foundry at Wellingborough. This was situated adjacent to the
Midland Main Line; the redeveloped site nowadays being known as Leyland Trading Estate. The only
time I saw “Deltic” at speed was as it raced by on an up WCML express under the A515 between Kings
Bromley and Lichfield as we approached in Roy’s venerable Dodge Kew (think “Hell Drivers” starring
Stanley Baker, Patrick McGoohan, Sid James and a young Sean Connery). Another regular delivery was
to English Electric at Rugby. There was a great view of the railway from the factory yard but to be
truthful I can’t remember much about it. Shame on me. Finally, when we moved to our current home
close to the Derby to Stoke line, our next-door neighbour told me that the footbridge over the railway
barely a hundred yards away had once been the station footbridge at Ashbourne. I checked this with
a retired railwayman friend who confirmed it was true, in fact he was the ganger when the footbridge
was re-erected here in the sixties after its wooden predecessor had been subjected to an arson attack.
What a coincidence that the footbridge I had often used as a child should years later be the same
structure which for thirty-eight years enabled us to access the countryside beyond the railway. Last
summer it was dismantled and taken a way for renovation but was found to be beyond economic
repair. Now we have a brand-new footbridge. I wonder if it will have a similar lifespan

to the old Ashbourne one, namely a total of one hundred and twenty years! I
appreciate I’ve gone “off piste” a few times in this article but I hope you have
enjoyed at least some of my reminiscences

We certainly have Tony, many thanks

Some March Memories
Phil Jones remembers March 1967, the end of the GWR main-line services to
Wolverhampton and the town’s trolleybuses, 54 years to the day as I write this

.

The first weekend of March 1967 was sad time for local transport enthusiasts. On Saturday 4th
March, there were two steam special trains operated by Ian Allan. “The Birkenhead Flier and the Zulu,
both originating from Paddington, were the last chance to traverse the ex GWR line from London to
Birkenhead through Birmingham Snow Hill and Wolverhampton Low Level, all main-line services
ending the next day, The ‘Flier’, hauled by 4079 'Pendennis Castle' from Didcot to Chester, travelled
up via Didcot, Oxford and Banbury whilst the ‘Zulu’, hauled by 7029 Clun Castle from Banbury, used
the direct route via High Wycombe and Banbury. Why the Zulu? Well, it seems the afternoon 3pm
GWR service between Paddington and Birkenhead was nicknamed The Zulu Express for the simple
reason that this service began in 1879, the start of the Zulu war.
Incidentally, it was the Birkenhead-Paddington service in 1892
that saw the first Great Western Railway’s corridor train giving
access to lavatories, to the great relief of its passengers! The
onward route to the Wirral then as now was via Shrewsbury and
Chester and I caught the Zulu from Wolverhampton to
Birkenhead which Simon Dewey photographed on Albrighton
bank. (Left). The following
day
the
Stephenson
Locomotive
Society
arranged two “farewell to
the GWR Birmingham-Birkenhead Route” specials which again
featured Clun Castle and a “Black 5” No 446800, ‘panned’ by
Simon approaching Dam Mill, near Codsall. (Right)
The same weekend coincided with the end of the line for the
Wolverhampton Corporation trolley Services, which had served
the Borough for nearly 40 years. This system, when added to the system at Walsall, was arguably the
most extensive in the UK. My own recollection of the system was visits to Chapel Ash, using the
Tettenhall-bound no 1 Service. I also managed just one trip on the Walsall Service from New Cross.
This was a service which alternated trolley-buses; blue Walsall and the Wolverhampton green &
yellow. These terminated behind the Savoy Cinema in Walsall. To mark the 50th anniversary of this
termination, a special Coach tour was organised on 12th March. The West Midlands Transport Circle
hired a coach of suitable vintage to cover as much of the old trolley routes as possible. The coach, a
1948 AEC Regal with body by Burlingham in the original livery of operator ‘Burnham’s of Bromyard, is
preserved by Mr Roger Burdett of Coventry. Passengers had the
chance to see how much of the Wolverhampton Suburbs had
changed over 50 years. The route planning was undertaken by
Mike Richards, a job made more difficult with the Ring Road
having severed most of the old routes. The final stop was made
at the old Tettenhall Goods Depot. The previous day, this had
been officially opened by the Mayor of Wolverhampton, as the
Transport Heritage Centre.

Probably the last appearance of a Wolverhampton
Trolley in the City was in 2013, when the vehicle based
at BCLM attended the last Festival of Transport held in
West Park. Although back in March 1967, the LowLevel station saw the end of steam locos on through
routes, there was however news coming through of
plans for a steam train service based at Bridgnorth
Station. As one door closes . . .

Quiz Question
Does something look different about 3F 0-6-0
“Jinty” tank No 47482 photographed on station
pilot duties at Crewe in June 1964? This loco
was at Crewe South (5B) from 1960 until
withdrawal in 1966 and was sent for a general
works overhaul in 1964. Surprisingly it went not
to Crewe works up the road but rather to
Darlington which perhaps explains the unique
feature of this “Jinty”.

Situations Vacant
Not sure if any of our readers applied but
it would be nice to go and enjoy a pint
again! Sorry, but the closing date for
applications has expired now!

Where in Wolverhampton?

March Quiz Answers
1) Goudhurst 2) Llanfyllin 3) Killin 4) Bexhill West
5) Dudley 6) Abingdon 7) Newcastle-Under-Lyme
8) Coalville 9) Brackley 10) Banbury Merton Street
11) Leek 12) Old Dalby 13) Quainton Road 14) Histon
15) Wednesfield 16) Glastonbury 17) Malmesbury
18) Buntingford 19) Newport Pagnall 20) Weedon
The mystery location was Loxdale Street, Bilston

The British Railway's Isle of Wight Ferries, a
personal view by Mike Barnard.

My wife Sue and I married in Chatham, January 1968 and in April that year we
moved to Portsmouth, Sue to begin her training as a midwife, me to find a job. I
had served a five apprenticeship in Chatham Royal Navy Dockyard as an engine
fitter and on completion fulfilled a long ambition to "go to sea, and see the
world". That is in the Merchant Navy, not the Royal Navy. I didn't fancy being
shouted or shot at! Well, I certainly saw the sea, and a fair bit of the world, or
at least it's docksides. So, after a spell at van driving, delivering paint to shops
and builders around Portsmouth, I applied, and got taken on, as a summer relief engineer on the
Portsmouth - Isle of Wight ferries. Some say the pinnacle of my sea going career.
I was promoted to second engineer, not as grand as it sounds as there were only two engineers per
boat anyway! Yes boat, not ship. Extra seasonal staff were need as the summer sailings increased May
- September for the holiday trade. The deal was, start as a summer sailing relief and if deemed to be
suitable, stay on for the winter overhauls as a fitter, then summer relief engineer again until you
worked your way through the seniority list to became a permanent sailing engineer. The summer
duties were very pleasant. Surprisingly each officer had their own, small, cabin as several of the duties
required overnight sleep aboards. The basic summer service was hourly from Portsmouth, which took
two boats, but on Saturdays this was increased to half hourly and boats frequently sailed with near
capacity loads of one thousand plus. Normal service ran from about 0700 to 22.00. There had been a
non-timetabled mail run Monday-Saturday at 02.50 from Portsmouth and return. A bit like some
railway parcels trains, which, although not appearing in the public timetable, passengers were carried.
Mail was loaded in wheeled skips (not unlike large refuse bins of to-day) by crane at the pier head.
Later the mail went by road van on the car ferries. For this traffic originally a small hold was provided
forward on the passenger boats but this area became a lounge when the mail transferred to the car
ferries. The Ryde operated a weekday service, not from the harbour but Southsea and Clarence piers
to Ryde. Because it was a one boat service it wasn't very frequent. On Saturdays Ryde became "spare".
In addition, there were Solent cruises, non-landing cruises to Southampton to see the liners and
evening disco and live music cruises which were very popular. We also had the excitement of dealing
with the crowds from the first of the Isle of Wight Festivals. Those travelling to the Island did so over
several days, but when the festival closed, everybody wanted off at the same time. The boats ran all
night to clear the crowds. One skipper refused to go alongside for fear of hippies jumping across the
railings, so he rigged the fire hoses to play over the side to keep them back until he was safely
alongside. I was only involved with the passenger boats of which there were three diesel boats,
Brading, Southsea, Shanklin and the veteran coal fired paddler, Ryde. The three diesels were almost
identical having been built by Denny's. Southsea and Brading came first in 1948. They had twin eightcylinder Sulzer engines with a clutch and gearbox to each engine, twin screws. This meant that the
engines once started, by air, kept running much the same as a car engine. Shanklin was built in 1951
again with twin eight-cylinder Sulzers, but this time with
direct drive, no clutch. This meant that each time the
skipper required a change of direction the engines were
stopped, the cam shaft moved, and then restarted so
that the engines turned in opposite direction. A slow
procedure and subject on occasion to failure.
MV Southsea

Starting the engines was done by compressed air and meant that the compressors were continually
running to keep up with the demands made by the skipper, no air, no engine changes. We had one
skipper who constantly failed to understand this, he was known as "old stop / start" or "no air" which
he took exception to as he was bald! One afternoon we were coming into Portsmouth when the air
ran out. "old no air" rang down stop then astern. We stopped but could not go astern until air pressure,
250 lb, had built up again. Portsmouth Harbour entrance has a mighty tide race and we shot up the
harbour, past the pier, up into the Dockyard area before astern could be given. Almost immediately
he rang down ahead, but again we had to wait for 250lb to be available. Fortunately, we did not hit
anything, but The Queen’s Harbourmaster was not amused. Ironically, we had to give everyone fair
warning that we were coming through and not under full command by repeated blasts on the horn,
which of course took more air…..Engine control was by traditional telegraph, bridge to engine room,
today of course engine movements are direct by bridge control. These three boats were wide in the
beam, 50ft, in relation to their length, 195ft. and together with a draught of only 6ft. could be quite
lively, even in the narrow Solent.
Now the Ryde (right) was quite different. A coal fired paddle
steamer, built in 1937 also by Denny's She had a threecylinder, triple expansion engine with direct drive to the
paddles which were literally fitted to the ends of the
crankshaft. The engine room and boiler room were separate
compartments. The boiler was fed air by natural draught
down the large ventilators either side of the funnel. This
meant an airlock was required at the entrance to avoid the
danger of a back draught which could cause the fire to blow
back into the stoke hold when the fireman was stoking the
boiler. I only relieved on the Ryde for two weeks, but it was
certainly different. For one thing you were constantly in the view of passengers who loved to see the
engines working, of course! The engine room was open and level with the main deck. There were lots
of "what does this do mister" and "can I have a go?" The quiet hissing and soft "clonk" as the engines
were worked, plus the "swishing" of the paddles was however a stark contrast to sixteen diesel
cylinders and air compressors in the diesel boats. Much more civilised. And paddlers "bounce" slightly
as the paddles dig into the sea. One thing that does surprise some is the fact that the paddles are on
a common shaft, they cannot be turned individually. Paddle tugs do have paddle wheels which each
have a separate engine, but as a result of capsizes caused by paddle wheels going in opposite
directions and passengers all standing on one side, passenger rated vessels had to have "fixed" wheels.
The engine room crew consisted of two engineers and a fireman, whether the boat was diesel or
steam. On Ryde we had a massive Scotsman, who was, as we could do in those days, called Jock. I did
a round trip with him in the stoke hold. An education. There was a repeat telegraph in the boiler room
and this, plus the water and pressure gauges told him what was needed with the shovel. When the
telegraph rang "stand by", one shovel full, "full ahead" required three shovels, "slow" (which meant
we were approaching the pier), one shovel and "stop" got one more shovel. So, one trip PortsmouthRyde or return required six shovels of coal. Mind you they were large shovels.
Once lit up in May (Ryde by this time was a summer only boat) the fire never went out, cleaning the
ash / clinker out was done overnight, one side at a time by the night watchman ready for a six o'clock
start. Another little-known fact about paddlers is that they are not very manoeuvrable; they have a
very wide turning circle and the rudder is not very responsive at slow speeds as the paddles tend to
push the water past the rudder, necessitating a second rudder in the bow. For this reason, Ryde could
not turn within the confines of Portsmouth Harbour without great difficulty or assistance and

therefore almost always backed out into the Solent and off of Ryde pier for some distance before
turning the bows to where she wanted to go.
British Railways undertook all their own maintenance, at Portsmouth except dry-docking which was
done at Husbands shipyard, Southampton. Each boat was taken out of service in turn (there were six
altogether, four passenger and two car ferries. They were moored in turn to what had been the coal
hulk in the harbour, just off the pier head. To get on board each morning required a trip in the launch
and let me tell you Portsmouth Harbour is very cold in winter, we had no heat on the boats under
repair! We did however have a cosy mess room on the hulk where there was a permanent coal burner
and stove kept going by the boatman or ship keeper. Main engines, generators, pumps etc all had to
stripped and examined in much the same way as a deep-sea ship and certified by a Lloyds surveyor.
The surveyor would check machinery that had been stripped down, specify what repairs, if any, were
required and then return later once reassembled to make sure it worked correctly. They were very
thorough.
So that was my brief sea going career with British Railways. Sue finished her training as a midwife in
1969 and we returned to Kent and I went back "deep sea" for a while.

Thanks Mike, really interesting!

An interesting view below of High Level in 1967 with
preserved Castle Class 4-6-0 No 7029 Clun Castle preparing
to work the Wolves – Chester leg of the LCGB ‘The Severn
and Dee Rail tour’. Class 83 No E3035 had the EustonNuneaton leg, Black 5 No 44944 to Wolves, 9F ‘Spaceship’
92026 Chester to Crewe and Class 86 E3130 back to Euston.

A sad ending to 45231’s first
outing in earnest. Stopped at
Llandeilo with wheel flats
following an emergency brake
application due to trespassers. The
train continued hauled by the class
20 to Carmarthen some 7 hours
later arriving at 01.08am!
153 325 stopped at Llandeilo
because the driver was too shaken
to continue after a near-miss with
the trespassers at Rhyd-y-Ffynon.

Roger’s Train Spot
Roger remembers one of his favourite locos for us
Unrebuilt Bullied Locomotive, 34102 Lapford or SPAM can!
34102 at Bournemouth Central 29-061966. Notice the SR station lamps the other
side of the footplate. 34102 was the last unrebuilt west country engine still running at
the end of steam on the 5th July 1967. It was
reported that fellow survivor 34023
Blackmore Vale had already been retired
from the proceedings at Nine Elms Shed in
an attempt to prevent it being “thrashed”
by over-zealous crews wishing to have a last
fling. This was presumably so that it could be
passed on to its new owners, the Bulleid
Pacific Preservation Society in relatively
good condition. (Apparently it had better tyres too Roger) It’s sale for £1,900 appears to be a bargain
today. It was left to 34102 to do the fireworks in June 67. During the last flings with only 5 coaches,
Lapford did over 102mph and to ensure arriving on time at Waterloo, some slow running towards the
end of the runs had to be done. Its last recorded passenger turn was on the 5th July 67 on the 0649am Waterloo then 11-38am Waterloo-Basingstoke parcels train after which it ran light to Eastleigh
Shed. Total miles covered by 34102 was 593,438. On 16th July she was towed to Salisbury dum,p the
last spam can of all. On 30th March 1968 she was hauled by Hymek diesel No D7045 to Newport
scrapyard. Today there are 10 spam cans preserved. I did see
34102 eleven times and I was pulled by 34102 from
Bournemouth to Southampton. During the last year the smoke
box number plate was removed. Nine Elms did a homemade
smoke box number plate and painted a shed plate. With 34102
finishing, England’s last 100mph main line was also finished.
34102 taking water at Southampton 29-06-1966 Right.
So that was the last Unrebuilt Bulleid Pacific running.

Stay safe Roger

Lapford’s Vicar, John Radford

34102 on Bournemouth shed

The vicar of Lapford in the 1860's was John Radford, who
by all accounts was an eccentric character to say the
least. For reasons best known to himself, he murdered his
curate and was consequently tried for murder. The jury,
consisting of his parishioners were unable to condemn
their Vicar to the gallows so in spite of overwhelming
evidence he was acquitted and he returned to his duties
as Vicar of Lapford until his death in 1867. He wished to
be buried in the chancel of the church and before he died,
he made the ominous threat that he would return to
haunt the village if his wishes were not carried out.
However, John Radford was buried outside the vestry
door, not in the chancel as he wanted. The stories go that
he was true to his word and continues to haunt the village
to this day. Have you seen him?

That’s all for this month but please feel free to share your memories and photos, we would love to hear from you.

Leon

